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History

I Predator and Forester (Kamil Dudka)
I 2011-2016: several papers and commits

I several medals in SV-COMP 2012 – 2019

I Dec 2012: CPAlien (Petr Müller, Alexander Driemeyer)
I code based on Predator
I first known as CPAlien, later named SMG-CPA

I some medals in SV-COMP 2014 – 2019



Symbolic Memory Graphs

Domain for Analyzing Heap Memory
I stack with global and function-local variables
I allocation and freeing of memory regions
I pointers, arrays, structs, bitfields, ...

I possible specification properties:
reachability, invalid pointer access,
double free, memory leaks



Symbolic Memory Graphs

SMG
I basic data structure: bipartite graph
I part of the SMG state

Read/Write Operation
I model of low-level C code execution
I modify/add/remove graph components
I handle (external) memory allocation

Join Operation ( 6= CPA-join t)
I combines two SMGs and compares them (', @, A, ./)
I partially used for CPA operators mergeSMG and stopSMG
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Symbolic Memory Graphs

Bipartite directed graph of values and objects

I values: explicit values and symbolic values
I objects: memory regions and list segments

I edges: points-to-edge and has-value-edge



Example 1
typedef struct node {

int val ;
struct node ∗ next;

} node_t;

node_t ∗ push(node_t ∗ prev, int val ) {
node_t ∗ elem = malloc(sizeof(node_t));
elem−>val = val;
elem−>next = prev;
return elem;

}

void main() {
node_t ∗ lst = 0;
lst = push(lst , 1);
lst = push(lst , 2);

}



Example 1



Example 1

calling a function



Example 1
element allocation



Example 1
setting the values for the new element



Example 1
returning the new head element



Example 1
after first execution of push



Example 1
after second execution of push



Example 2

typedef struct node {
int val ;
struct node ∗ next;

} node_t;

node_t ∗ push(node_t ∗ prev, int val ) {
node_t ∗ elem = malloc(sizeof(node_t));
elem−>val = val;
elem−>next = prev;
return elem;

}

void main() {
node_t ∗ lst = 0;
while(__VERIFIER_nondet_int()) {

lst = push(lst , __VERIFIER_nondet_int());
}

}



Example 2



Example 2
1 iteration



Example 2
2 iterations



Example 2
3 iterations



Example 2
4 iterations



Example 2
8 iterations



List Abstraction
Difficulty

I Concrete Memory Graphs are too precise
I high runtime and memory usage

Abstraction (List Folding) → Symbolic Memory Graphs
I idea: handle possibly infinite data structures
I overapproximation of lists with given length
I base case: no CEGAR, just plain reachability!

Concretization (List Unfolding)
I complements abstraction
I used for read/write on folded list
I ideally: only partially unfold abstract list
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Example 3

typedef struct node {
int val ;
struct node ∗ next;

} node_t;

node_t ∗ push(node_t ∗ prev, int val ) {
node_t ∗ elem = malloc(sizeof(node_t));
elem−>val = val;
elem−>next = prev;
return elem;

}

void main() {
node_t ∗ lst = 0;
while(__VERIFIER_nondet_int()) {

lst = push(lst , __VERIFIER_nondet_int());
}

}
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Example 3
1 iteration



Example 3
2 iterations



Example 3
list folding



Example 3

3rd iteration, step 1



Example 3
3rd iteration, step 2



Example 3
3rd iteration, step 3



Example 3
after the 3rd iteration: coverage



Current State of SMGs in CPAchecker

SMG
I code quality slowly increasing
I several issues (bugs/improvements/enhancements)

I redundant code for offset computation in machine model
I insufficient SMG cleanup



Current Work on SMGs

List Folding and Refinement
(MA: Johannes Knaut, based on work of Alexander Driemeyer)

I list folding abstracts into list segments of length 2+
I too coarse for some programs
I use refinement to determine the minimum length
I bug: left/right element insertion behaves different

Optimization and Bug fixing
I several branches with commits waiting to be merged



Future Work in CPAchecker

Combine SMG with other CPAs
I ValueCPA is used by default (coupling too tight?)
I convert symbolic values into other domains,

i.e., symbolic-value analysis, predicate domain
I BAM: reduce/expand based on SMG partitioning

→ reducer nearly working
I ThreadingCPA: add several stacks (benchmarks?)
I FunctionPointerCPA: track more complex function pointers
I Array Abstraction (Michal Kotoun?)



Conclusion

+ CPAchecker’s most precise memory analysis
+ many ideas can be added or implemented
+ great potential for research and optimization


